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Key Parade Saturday;
Vote Monday, Tuesday
Key King and Queen candidates will parade Saturday
at 2 p.m. Votes for king and queen will be cast Monday and
Tuesday October 28 and 29 when pictures of all candidates
will be displayed in the Well.
Starting on Thurstin Av«DM the floats will enter the
main gate of the University and proceed to the circle.
In
passing the circle each candidate
will be introduced. The parade Hnmornminrr
will continue to the Nest where «WUet»OttllIUJ
candidates will be guests of the ^»
—.
.
Key for refreshments.
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All floats should be on Thurstin
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a student to vote for both king and
queen.
However, in voting for
either one, two votes must be cast
for two different individuals.

Candidates
Candidates for queen are Mary
Lou Bethack, Shatzel; Lynn Cadwell, Williams; Ellen Burns, Kohl;
Carol Tremple, off-campus; Varna
Fultz, Woman's Building; Ellen
Treece, WIS; Sandra Contos, Alpha Gamma Delta; Betty Sandera,
Alpha Chi Omega; Sally Hanscome, Alpha Phi; Eleanor Purser,
Other than the floats which will
take part in the parade there will
be no other compaigning allowed,
Key editor Jane Schneider has announced.
Alpha Phi Beta; Patty Pcndergraft, Kappa Delta; Kathleen
Winters, Theta Phi; Marge Dickenson, Tri Lambda; Virginia Lehman, Sigma Rho Tau; and Helen
Gruber, Kappa Zeta Pi.
_
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Candidates for king are Bob
Burger, Alpha Tau Omega; Tom
O'Conner,
Chi
Sigma;
Roger
Kurtz, Kappa Sigma Deta; John
White, Phi Delta; Jim Dunn, Pi
Kappa Alpha; Don Kuhlman, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Fred Hart, Slgma Nu; George Neal, East Dorm;
and Bob Randall. Stadium Club.
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To The Dean s List
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Those students who did not attend school last semester but had
a B or h.gher scholastic average
for the semester P"«ding withdrawal have been added to the
Dean s List.
Many of them are veterans who
left school to enter the service
or were here in the V-12 unit.
Names of Btudents added to the
Dean's List are: Marilyn Brown,
Richard Conn, Jack Delora, Dorothy Gray, Beryl Grubaugb. Joan
Householder, Don Kuhlman, Clarence Mann, Mathew Margolis,
Virginia Merrell, Kenneth Ochs,
Donald Raudaubaugh, Patricia
Sanguinctti, Robert Sawyer, Arden Webster, Coletta Whilhelm,
and Jack Wilhelm.
f
\

vets meet thursday
A Veterans Association meeting will beheld tomorrow night
at 7 .n 303 Ad Bu.ld.ng.
V

*

Tryouts for "The Invaders" will
be held in thc auditorium tonight
at 6:30. The tryouts are open to
any student and there are nine
men and four women to be cast.
The world premiere of the play
will be presented here December
4 through 7, under the direction of
Frederick G. Walsh.
The play was written by academy award winner Robert Finch,
a close friend of Mr. Walsh. The
plot concerns a post war campus
conflict between science and the
humanities.
Mr. Finch won his academy
award last year for the one-act
play "The Desert Shall Rejoice,"
which was made into the movie
"Star in the Night."

Five Buildings From Camp Perry
Will be Moved To B. G. Soon!
cheats, beware
A resolution regarding cheating was passed at a meeting of
the Executive Committee held
Wednesday, October 16.
"A student guilty of cheating will be placed on probation on the first offense and
on the second offense such a
student will be dropped from
the class with a grade of F."
It is the responsibility of the
instructor to report the student
to thc department head. The
department head will present
the facts to the dean of the
student's college for review of
the case.
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white picture of each candidate
mU5t be submitted not later than
today in Dean Wilder's office.
These pictures will be posted in
the Well Thursday.
The winninK candidate and her
court wi|| be presented during the
nalf of thc obeilin football game
Saturday, November 2. The
queen will be clowned by Falcon
co-captains
Stan
Yoder
and
Wayne Bordner.
Homecoming queen candidates
are Mary Tomlinson, Alpha ("hi
Omega; Margery Mooney, Alpha
Gamma Delta; Marilyn Johnson,
Alpha Phi; Jane Byrnes, Alpha Xi
Delta; Pepper Beeler, Delta Gamma; Jeanne Kcnnard, Gamma Phi
Beta; Dorothy Zeigler. Kappa Del<*; Jean Meek, Kappa Zeta Pi;
Lottie Bradford, Shatzel Hall; Pat
gsMr, Sigma Rho Tau; Frances
Youn
& Theta Phi; Jackie Dempsey, Tri Lambda; Joan Waters,
,nd shir,
Winiams „ „
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Tickets for "Angel Street" will be available in the Well
—-■
.Friday, October 25 from 1 to 4 p.m.; Saturday, October 26
*wan NCJEeiS
from 9 to 11 a.m.; and every afternoon next week from 1 to
rtttiAv nad urn fit
4 o'clock.
reaay HCXt WCCK
Adult tickets for other than
Tickets for th. Swan Club
students will be sold at the box
demonstration "The Love* of
office for TiO ccnta including tax.
Apoiio- wm (o »n »i. wedStudents must present their Ac
nesday morning, October 30.
j
.„
.
.
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Selection of fifty-four students
T ck
m v b bouth in
cards and five cents (federal tax)
for membership after tryouts for
the Well or from Swin Club
for which they will receive re„,.„,,,.„ for s0 „„,. on Wed.
Workshop Players were concluded
served seat checks and tax re,hrou . Fr(<Uy
-<.
last week has been announced by
ceipts. Both the seat check and
A
un§o|d lick#|i mmJ b#
Miss Patricia Munn, fuculty adthe tax receipt must be presented
h-~j»
be,or« „.eh
p.rformviser of the group. Officers will
to gain admission to thc Univer.
„
.
MC#
|h# N t orium on 0c
be elected and plans for the year
sity production.
S
,tober
,
*.
,
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31 to M
November £.
"Angel Street" will have its discussed tonight at 7 in 103 Ad
Building. Tentutivo plans include
initial showing October 30 and
v
' will run for four days.
two one-act plays und a Christmas
f*
"Dl»i UT _
Tea Recital.
Doreen Stouffer and William
^aXlllIia CIII VV Oil
Prentice will play the lead roles
_^
of Mr. and Mrs. Manninghnm.
j2f«h f\\ayan 1 T1 C.HO
OCHOiarHIUp V/Up Sgt. Rough will he played by Lee
Miesle, Elizabeth by Penny Oloos,
Gamma Phi Beta won the and Nancy by Jean Pugh Roberts.
A contest in logical thinking
Esther Russell sorority scholarship
Frederick G. Walsh is diand the art of speech delivery will
„up with a point average of 2.9.
recting
the
production
and
be
the nature of the first meeting
presented at the
Th[
cup wa8
Panhellenic scholar- Ralph Klein will act as business of the year of Pi Kappa Delta,
serni.annuai
manager.
forensic fraternity.
It will be
ship party to Gloria Stacker, GamTechnical crews for "Angel
held this evening at 7 in 103 Ad
vice-president, by Pat
ma
Phi
Street" have been announced hy
Building.
Unique prizes are in
Underbill, Panhellenic council Harold Obee, technical direcstore for three winners.
Dick
Frid

Quecn

Angel Street Tickets On Sale
In Well Friday, October 25

Workshop Players
Add 54 Members

The University's application for five surplus buildings
at Camp Perry has been approved by Federal Works Agency
according to an announcement made by President F. J. Prout.
Dr. Prout expects the buildings to be dismantled, shipped,
and reconstructed on the campus in the next few months.
The announcement was considered the first step in the
realization of needs for more
buildings to handle the large student demand here.
The largest of the buildings is
a mess hall in which 1,000 may
be seated. It will be placed on
Tony Pastor will ploy here De- the vacant lot just north of the
Not when it is brought here.
cember 7 in thc Men's Gym as 600
The building is 220 feet long and
of the 700 tickets have been sold.
169 feet wide.
The remaining 100 tickets are beA small theatre building, capaing held by the Veterans Association for those veterans whose city for 360 people, will be
brought here.
It will be used
subsistence cheeks haven't arrived
yet. They will be paced on salt- for speech classroom purposes and
will be erected on the vacant lot
after thc first of November.
at thc corner of Thurstin and
According to Fred Fay, presiCourt streets, across from Shatzel
dent of the Veterans Association,
Hall.
"the rapid sale of tickets shows
Other Buildings
that there is ample spirit for
•Name Band' dances on this camThree small buildings will furpus." In thc three days that the nish 11 classrooms and will be
tickets were on sale, all those erected on Ridge street, just east
available were sold. With this en- of the Woman's building. All of
thusiastic response of the student the buildings are frame and the
body the Veterans Association is
University plans to eventually
planning to bring other name veneer them with a brick surface.
bands to the campus.
F. Eugene Beatty, Assistant
Dance Ticket.
Registrar, has been in charge of
handling the details of the appliTickets for thc dunce are now
at thc printers, and will be distri- cations.
The new buildings will assist
buted the latter part of this week.
All receipts must be exchanged for greatly in relieving much of the
present
congestion caused by the
these tickets in order to comply
presence here of 3048 students,
with thc tax requirements of the
Federal government. No receipts the largest enrollment in the hiswill be accepted at thc door for tory of the campus.
this reason.
College. Double Totals
Chaperones for the dance will
The governor revealed that
be Prof, and Mrs. R. II. Whittaker, Camp Perry would not be held in
Prof, nnd Mrs. M. L. Miltonburgreserve to care for overflow stucr, and Prof, and Mrs. Elden T. dents, since all were being accomSmith. Guests of honor will in- modated in regular college courses.
clude Dr. and Mrs. F. J. Prout,
Ohio's 64 colleges and UniverDenn Audrey Kcnyon Wilder, sities have successfully passed the
Dean and Mrs. A. B. Conklin, and
crisis in caring for a record breakDean and Mrs. K. H. McFall.
ing enrollment of 126,000 students
Committee members for the for the fall term.
dunce are Fred Fay, business
The pre-war record enrollment,
manager, Don Roberts, publicity,
und
Bill
Froundfelder, social reached in 1940, was 63,000.

Veterans Book
Tony Pastor

ehnirman.
z*--~"~"_——"~""^^^~~—N

no sabe?

president.

Official averages, computed in
Registrar's office are:
Gamma Phi Beta
2.90373
2.87110
sigma Rho Tau

tbe

The second meeting of the Beta
Phi Theta will be held Wednesday,
Oct. 28, at 7:80 p.m. At this time
the live pledges of the 11 new
candidates for membership will
read their themes. To be eligible
for this society, a person must
have had at least one year of college French and maintained a B
average in all his subjects.
The officers this year are: Betty
Paxton, president; Elaie Lodge,
who was recently elected in the absence of Marcel Williams, vice
secretary; Marita Snyder, treasurer; and Ellen Treece, sentinel,

SCF Recognition
Was Sunday Theme

Dean McFall Named
Committee Member

Recognition and dedication of
SCF members was made at the
worship service last Sunday erening in the auditorium.
The newly organized male smartet sang "Night Shadows Falling."
Quartet members are Jim Sprunger, Jack Smith, Paul Butler, and
Roy Jackson.
A talk, "Self Examination,"
was given by Mary Bellerjeau,
SCF assistant.
Kathleen Fisher played organ
music during the service.

K. H. McFall, dean of freshmen
«n<l director of guidance, has been
appointed a member of the High
School and College .Relations Comnuttee of the Ohio College Association.
He was named by Dr. Charles B.
Ketcham, president of the state
association and of Mount Union
College. Before joining the Bowling Green faculty in 1943, Dean
McFall served under Dr. Ketcham
at Mount Union.

tor. Students who will direct the
technical details of the play include Bob Burns, stage manager;
Dave Thompson, chief electrician;
John Nagy, chief carpenter; Dorothy Albright, make-up; Betty
Ruth Krabill, costuming; Jack
Wilhelm, business manager; Carol
Mulqueeny, head usher.
Ralph Klein is thc faculty business adviser.
Work has already begun on
building the set for the play and
Mr. Obee again indicates his desire to locate Victorian furniture
with which to furnish the set.
Properties from the Victorian
period are also needed.

Western Reserve Host
For Russian Tour
YWCA groups from colleges all
over Ohio will be represented at
the Russian Aquaintance tour to
be held at Western Reserve University in Cleveland November 2.
A World Acquaintance tour is
held every year in Cleveland and
this year's theme on Russia will
be carried out in many ways.
The first big event of the program is a service at St. Theadosius
Russian Orthodox church at 10
a.m., which will be followed by a
Russian luncheon at the University.
Leonod
Rubinchek,
a
native of Russia, will speak.
Any B. G. student who is interested in going on this tour
should consult Jim Stoner in the
SCF office before October 26 concerning details of expense and
transportation.

Conn and Lee Miesle will award
the prizes.
Newly elected officers of the
Pi Kappa Delta are headed by
Betty Ruth Krabill, president;
Glenna Smith, vice president and
member of the national council;
Jean Grosenbaugh, secretary and
treasurer; and Dick Conn and Lee
Miesle, program committee.
There are still a few openings
in thc membership to be filled by
December 16. Any student interested should contact Miss Krabill.

irosh lotos triday
Final pictures of the freshman class for the 1947 Key will
be taken this Friday afternoon
from 1 to 4 in the Stadium if
weather permits.
Should the
weather be adverse on Friday,
the picture* will be taken on
the first clear day next week.

Subsistance Checks
Come Thru On Time
Even though the number of
veterans at the University has increased greatly, there are comparatively few complaints regarding veterans receiving their subsistance checks late, according to
J. W. Jordan, veterans' counselor. Mr. Jordan stated "the checks
are coming through regularly and
if they are a little late it is undoubtedly due to the fact that certificates of eligibility were submitted late to the school."

v

Veteran Interviews
Postponed For Week
Mr. Jordan, veterans' counselor is asking all Public Law 346
veterans who wish to see him this
week to postpone their interviews
with him until next week since he
will be exceptionally busy this
week holding conferences with
Public Law 16 veterans.

Spanish students who want
special training may contact
Miss Mench Dial, assistant in
Spanish from 2 to 4 daily in th*
foreign language office. Those
who cannot make these hours
should contact Miss Dias at 108
Williams for an appointment.

Pi Kappa Delta Year
Opens With Contest

Delta Gamma
2.80023
A| ha Phi
P
2.78829
2.76699
Kappa Delu
Theta phi
.69569
Alpha chi 0mega
22.69938
Kappa Zeta Pi
2.69405
Alpha Gamma Delta
2.68070
Alpha Xi Delta
2.60748
Lambda Lambda
Lambda
2.56277
Alpha Phi relinquished the cup
to Gamma Phi after winning it for
the second semester last year with
an average of 3.0382.
The Esther Russell scholarship
cup was presented to the Univeraity by the Delta Gamma sorority
when it was the local Skol, to be
awarded each semester to the sorority maintaining the highest
point average.
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Play Tryouts
Set for Tonight

J

Fall Issue of Eyas
To be Printed at
The Republican
Printing of the second edition
of Eyas, student literary magazine, will be done by the Wood
County Republican, Glenna Smith,
editor, has announced.
The magazine will be printed on
a better grade of paper and will
contain more pages than the introductory issue had last year.
November 22 has been set by
the editors as the deadline for
student contributions to the magazine.
Material is now beng accepted in poetry, essay, fiction and
photography. The top three entries in each division and a number of honorable mentions will be
presented in the next issue which
is scheduled to go on sale at the
end of the semester.
Photography contestants are requested to have their prints made
on gloss finishes as they are more
adaptable to printing.
Contributions should be taken
to the English office on the msin
floor of the Library where a box
has been provided for entries.
Any student is eligible to submit entries regardless of the class
or college in which he may be enrolled.
Key Business Aids Announced
Marcie Hatchel, business manager for the Key has announced
that advertising managers are
Meredith Davis for local advertising and Gloria Davis for outof town advertising. Sue Tonkin
is head of circulation.

Klein and Bunn
Explain Constitution
Background on the present constitution of Student Council waa
offered in the council session Monday by John W. Bunn, registrar
who served as advisor when the
constitution was adopted, and
Ralph J. Klein, instructor in
speech who served as president of
Student Council at that time.
Both speakers emphasized the
powers which Student Council has
on paper and does not exercise
and each argued against any substantial change in the constitution.

Champion Typist Will
Give Demonstration
The world's champion typist,
Miss Stella Pajunas of Cleveland,
will give a free public demonstration of the Electromatic typewriter at 7 tonight In the
auditorium.
Her appearance is sponsored by
Quill Type, business education
club at the University. As a student at John Hay high school in
Cleveland, she won the Ohio amateur typing award at Bowling
Green in 1987.
Miss Pajunas in Chicago last
June won the world's professional
women's professional, amateur,
and novice championships. Using
an Electromatic typewriter she
scored 140 net words a minute.
The record is 149 words a minute, established in 1941 by Margaret Hamma of Brooklyn, who
was second in Chicago.
Miss Pajunas and her sister,
Mary, the runnerup in two contests at Chicago, and Miss Hamma
are employees of Internationa]
Business Machines Corp.
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Bee Gee Student Union

A Mevuf
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. . .

by Muffy Casini
IN OUR MERRY OLDSMOBILE . ..

Wednesday. October 23. 1946

Out lor a merry jaunt in their merry oldsmobile. Max Minnlch, Jack Freitas, Russ Maples
and Wayne Bloker spent the Sunday afternoon
riding in the country. The boys (elt the urge
to gel away from it all, especially women and
studies . . .

don't idle bye...
...dJtacu iame action
Lack of intereit among iludenU in the affair*
of the world la a hollow criticism in view of the
many crusader* who have adopted this or that

A TALL STORY . . .
Dutch Raother draws them from near and far
whenever he tells one of his well-known stories

"cause." Naive but sincere youths roamed the
nation this summer from Northwestern in Jeeps
to propagandize for one scheme of world federation. Others held a meeting at historic Concord
and adopted a creed varying by a few subtle
points from the former plan and are speaking

. . . You're really missing something until you
actually hear and see him telling one with all
the expressions of dramatics.

just as vigorously for their version of one world.
Hardly an Eastern campus can be found which
has no International Relations Club which really does things like sending lobbyists to the Capitol Instead of idle wordplay. For years the pinkish Yip3els and scarlet young commies, under a
multitude of deceptive banners, have found responsive cords in undergraduates from farm,
factory, and as often from bourgeois environments. Locals of the United States Student Assembly, despite constitutional bars, vary In scarlet from point tc point.
Yet to Bowling Green students every one of
these groups is probably only a nameplate.
Our nearest approaches to public spirited groups
are Emerson Literary and the public affairs group
within Student Christian Fellowship. Combined
membership of both these groups is roughly onefortieth of the total enrollment Such a gross
neglect of the vital questions upon which psychological security would seem to depend may
reveal that Bowling Green's fertile plains are inhospitable to this seed. More likely not
When noted speakers on foreign affairs appear here in the assembly series they address
quite a large proportion of the students and are
eagerly questioned. When controversial Issues
emerge in classroom discussions they are usually thrashed out in a fairly intelligent manner as
is expected of college students. Informal conversation may also turn to the daily headlines
reporting our lack of progress as readily as to
the subject matter of studies being pursued.
Turning this idle passive interest into vital
active participation is the crux of the matter.
Perhaps it may be done through lectures to be
sponsored by the SCF public affairs group. No
one can complain about the SCF public affairs
group. No one can complain about the SCF
monopoly and expect to be listened to if that
group should expand into this area by default
of others supposedly interested in such a development. On the other hand a separate organization would be all to the good since it
would search out interested students who are
not attracted to SCF.

college cufjfftoieA.
by Helen Burrell
On the Wooster Campus, a new club has
been formed by the flying students. The club
is called the Flying Scots and will soon be Incorporated.
er!

Each member will be a stock hold-

In a poll taken recently at Ohio State, of the
1.800 new students in the Arts College. 66.9 per
cent of the students said they had fields of
study chosen, and another 17.3 per cent said
they intend to choose soon between two or three
definite fields. Approximately four per cent of
the students quixied said they were aiming at
a liberal education in which a choice of major is
not of prime importance.
Veterans' Village at Toledo University will
soon have the complete proverbial House that
lack butlt. A veteran Jack House, being too late
on the application list for a university trailer,
built a house 12 by 18 feet in its over all measurement.
The house boasts of three room
"luxury."
The bridge (pond) is crowded with couples
at night
Since from the halls they have taken flight
The campus is filled with bills and coos
All of which to us means Foo????
Statistics show that Yale graduates have 1.3
children. Vassar graduates have 1.7 children.
Which proves that women have more children
than men.
Dr. J. F. Cuber of the sociology department of
Ohio State University will have an article on
marriage featured in the October issue of the
McCall Magazine. Dr. Cuber was one of the first
sociologists in this part of the United States to do
research in marriage relationships.
A visiting clergyman conducting exercises at
Hobart College used the six letters forming the
name of the institution for the headings of the
subdivisions of his extended address—"H" for
Holiness, "O" for Obedience, "B" for Beneficence, "A" for Adoration, "R" for Rlghtiousness,
"T" for Triumph. He gave fifteen to twenty minutes to every subject
As they made their weary way for the exit,
one student said to another:
"Darned good thing we are not attending the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology!"

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE GAME . . .
Bowling Green's picturesque Falcon's Nest is a popular spot where
students and faculty spend their leisure hours. The Nest was erected in
1941, and was opened in October by Homecoming Queen Gerry Bircher.

Rustic Falcon's Nest Records
Five Years Of Campus Life
This is the story of our student union and how it came to
be—Bowling: Green's widely known Falcon's Nest—the symbol of informal relaxation to every Bee Gee student.
Plans for the construction of the building were made in
the spring of 1941, just five years ago.
Student Council
decided that students should have a place of their own where
they could take it easy and drink
cokes between classes. This suggestion was presented to the
Board of Trustees by President
Frank J. Prout and they agreed
unanimously to build a student
union.
Ground was broken on May 1
and the building was completed six months later despite scarcity of the desired materials. The
present site was chosen because it
is the exact center and heart of
the campus; University tennis
courts were formerly located
there.
Opening Ceremonies
A student poll agreed that the
building should be called the Falcon's Nest. (Jerry Bircher, Homecoming Queen that year, officially
opened the Nest in October by cutting the ribbon across the entrance
of the building. She then led a
procession to the south balcony
Certain students have created
a serious problem at the Falcon's
Nest by such gross misconduct M
dumping dishes on the floor in
order to clear tables for card
games. This was difiCUBSed at Student Council meeting Monday evening and severe disciplinary measures including actual closing of
the student union were suggested
as quite possible, A word to the
wary if unwise should be sufficient.
where Dr. Prout presented the
Nest to the student body represented by Roger (.ilTord, president
of the Council. The keys were
presented to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Patterson, students who were the
tirst managers of the Nest.
Rustic Style
Chestnut wormwood paneling
from West Virginin carries the
rustic motif of the Nest inside.
In the main room is a large fireplace against the south wall; not
a dummy but a real fireplace used
in winter to help keep the building warm. Smaller fireplaces are
also found in the student and
faculty rooms on either side of the
recently expanded kitchen.
Novel use of wagonwheels as
chandeliers nnd a split rail fence
south of the building are added
rustic features of the Nest. One
of the two small apartments on the
second floor is now used as a business office and the other provides
quarters for several men students.
Expansion Planned
Since the enrollment of the
University has nearly doubled
this year the need for expanding
the Nest is even greater than
before. Plans for enlarging the
main room, for example, will be
put into effect as soon as building;
materials become available.

If you doodle between dialing and getting the number you
want, your artistic inclinations
may help obtain better tele*
phone service for the campus.
But don't just doodle anywhere
—today and Friday a nicely
printed form will be found by
each telephone and the more
honest tally marks on each
form the greater becomes the
chance that we will get untan*
gled from the overload on the
local and long<distance wires.

Council Faffs To Fill Obligations;
Representative Students Charge
by Hank Lewis
Opinions regarding Student Council, how it should function, what duties it should assume and how its members should
be elected are varied and many. This has been shown by contacts made with several students on the campus, and it is
believed by this writer that an over-all picture on the criticism
of the council can be summed up as follows: Council does not
fulfill its obligations to the student
body; is not representative of the
si udent populace; and does not use
its powers. Its members should be
elected by open campaigning, and
representation should be by the
classes: The council is too large;
too ninny campus organizations
are represented; and the council
You music lovers can come out
should be more democratic.
of your holes now and hunt up
From the foregoing assumptions
your long hair because a scries of
it would seem that Student Counsymphony Listening Hours is be- cil is in every entirety definitely
ing planned by the Sociul Commitwrong and of little or no use to
tee especially for you and your
the student body which it is to repbuddies.
resent. However, it must be reFriday night from 7:30 to 8:15,
membered thnt the council has in
room 300 of the Practical Arts the past and under its present
building will swell with the reset-up been helpful in student
corded music of Mozart's Symgovernment and activities even
phony in D Major and Tchaikowthough its faults may be many.
sky's Concerto in D Major (Op.
Student Opinion
35).
Criticisms and ideas for reviPlans for futured programs in- sion have been collected from various students and are printed here
clude opera hours, request prowith the permission of those congrams, a Gilbert and Sullivan
cerned.
night, and possibly a light opera
Edie .lone. Senior: "The offihour.
Robert Warrick, a Liberal Arts cers should have previous experience on the council because somejunior, will be on hand to answer
any questions about the program one chosen by popular vote may
be the most popular but have no
and, incidentally, to change the
experience on how the council
records being furnished by the
should be run.
Members should
music department.
be from the classes rather than
Dormitories interested in havorganization."
ing little private parties can hold
Elmer C. Brown, Graduate StuListening Hours in their houses by
contacting Mr. Warrick, mention- dent: "The Council is afraid to
ing a date, suggesting a program, use its power. Open student campaigning would help create stuand furnishing the victrola.
dent spirit. Seats of the Bee Gee
News, The Key and Social Chairman should be given to the S.C.F.
and Newman Club."
Dick Bauman, Sophomore:
Anything to relieve the mono- "Open campaigning would be an
tony at Kohl, we always say.
asset and would initiate student
Last Thursday evening at 9:50 interest. Members of the council
the fire alarm rang.
Immedi- should represent all students and
ately raincoats were thrown over not specific groups."
the p'jays, tommie coats, and
Walter Glawa and Jim Forrest,
other sleeping apparel, shoes were Junior.: "From where we stand
hastily found and put on, and the it seems our Student Council has
mechanics of a fire drill were ob- not fulfilled its obligations to the
served, as women throughout the student body. We believe in havbuilding prepared to brave the ing the Student Council repreelements.
(If you can't remem- sented by a true cross-section of
ber, it was very wet outside due to the student populace. We see no
a slight rain.)
reason why a student court would
All was for nought, however, as not be capable of coping with any
it was just a false alarm!
problems brought forth."

OVERHEARD AT THE NEST . . .
Elizabeth Baker sitting in one of the end booths
behind all the jackets and coats on hearing
someone call out, "Isn't she adorable" to a
pretly three year old loddling across the floor,
exclaimed. "Gee thanks, I was wondering when
my public would recognize me."
WINDOW DECORATIONS . . .
What is the sudden attraction to Nancy Thomas and Phyllis Bloemaker's windows? What original design have they used in decorating them?
Now we'll let you in on a little secret, we really
know the answers to these questions, but won't
spoil the fun by telling you, instead we'll leave
it to you to find out what they have hanging on
them . . .
CLASSIE LASSIE AND LAD OF THE WEEK . . .
The Lassie ...
As fresh as a daffodil, Bernice George on her
way to classes in a yellow V-neck Lamb knit
sweater, and smart wool yellow plaid, pleated
all around skirt.
She wore matching socks and brown moccasins . . .
The Lad ...
John Carrigy has a long edge on style.
Dressed for sports, campus or easy-going date
in town, he wears a Ian Cooleroy fine wale
Corduroy jacket, pure wool flannel slacks in
fine, hound's tooth pattern and a Callcana creme
colored sport shirt. His brown shoes and creme
socks match the rest of his outfit . . .
WABASH CANNON BALL . . .
Friday night square dance proved loads of
fun to all that went. Especially to Doc Mayfield
who hasn't missed one yet
He says. "You
haven't lived until you've gone to one."

Music Lovers

IS MY FACE RED ...

To Hear Opera

Rhea Lohr, causing quite a commotion in
speech class when she told the class one of the
advantages of smoking is keeping your hands
busy on a date . . .

"Listening Hour'

Frosh Finds Way
To Fill Mail Box Kohl Frosh Don PJ's
Why is mail box 111 in Kohl
Hall always filled with mail?
Why?—Because the four coeds
in that room have been busily
cutting coupons out of all the
magazines and sending them in.
They've received so far everything
from Gerber's Baby Food to s
pamphlet for expectant mothers.
Something has been worrying
them though. A corsetier took
one of the girls seriously and U
going to make a personal visit to
fit her.
Residents of 111 are Eliiabeth
Arnholdt, Helen Black, Joanne
Haakins, and Joan Hayward.

dial and doodle

With each and every brother out at the Kent
state game, beautiful weather and a score of
13 to 0, B.G. students couldn't ask for a more
perfect day. The cheers were never better, especially with the help from our three lovely
cheerleaders. Walt Blasteric almost sprained
several vocal cords in yelling, "Yea. Team Yea."
For a second the crowd was in a dither when
Russ Maples and Johnny Tabler were hurt on
the field, but fortunately proved only minor
injury. The hero of the day was Red Lowry who
(Bless him) made the two winning touchdowns of
the game ...

For False Fire Bell

ROVING REPORTER . ..
Fred Fay, breaking up the deadly silence
of mealtime with sale talks on the Tony Pastor
dance . . . Joan Trusdell decked out in her Sunday best, contentedly licking away on an all
day sucker . . . John Mlnoff, the reason for all
the beards on campus, seems he started the fad
. . . John Fisch having to shave his in order to
take some group pictures Monday . . . Walt
Glaws, Dom Spoto and Terry Yovan looked very
stylish in their white 1929 caps . . . Ken Keagle
up to see his girl, Maggie Cox, over the weekend . . . Phyllis Huhn riding motorcycles all night
—well practically all night, Saturday . . . Frances Urban, dating "Kilroy" on a Friday night
date. Anyway that was what proctors found on
sign out sheets the following day . . .
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BEE GEE NEWS

Lowry Sparks Falcons
To Victory Over Kent

SpjotiU Section

by Fr«d Fay
Led by Richard "Red" Lowry, Bee Gee halfback who lived
up to all expectations, the Bowling Green Falcons spoiled
Kent State's homecoming last Saturday by trouncing the heretofore unbeaten Golden Flashes 13-0 on the visitor's gridiron.
The Flashes, severely handicapped by "slippery fingers" were
humbled before an estimated 9000 fans by a Falcon varsity
that recovered four Kent fumbles and turned one of them into
a touchdown.

Cincinnati Tops
Falcon Harriers

Coach Sam Cooper and hit hardworking Falcon cross-country
squad tasted the bitter dregs of
their second defeat in three meets
as they bowed to a strong Cincinnati aquad Saturday by a score
of 19 to 44.
The Falcon harriers ran under
adverse conditions as they traversed a course laid out over the
hilliest land in Ohio. The course
was dry and the weather cool but
the Bowling Green thin clads
have had no chance to workout on
hills and the ordeal proved a little
too much for them. Another disadvantage was that the Falcons
had only a short one hour interval
between their noon meal and the
start of the meet.
Bob Petrie, running a fine race
in 22:36.8, led the field most of
the way to finish a close second to
Hopper of Cincinnati who made
the four miles in 22:22.6. Next
Bowling Green man to cross the
finish line was Lynn Johns, ninth,
closely followed by Morris, who
finished tenth although he lost a
shoe near the two mile mark.
Other Falcon harriers who competed were Johnson, Grubaugh,
Albury, and Flanders.
Next Saturday Coach Sam
Cooper and his boys travel to Detrot to meet Wayne University.

Predixions
Last week we felt "a little
bruised," this week we staggered
to our feet and very quietly admit
that we were knocked in the teeth
by the outcome of Saturday's football games. We only made nine
out of 16 right this week, for an
average of .682. Our season's average is .673 or 36 out of 62.
When the laughter subsides, we
would like to prophesy that it will
be:
Alabama over Kentucky
Army over Duke
Bowling Green over Canisius
Penn Stale over Colgate
Columbia over Dartmouth
Cornell over Princeton
Georgia Tech over Auburn
Michigan over Illinois
Indiana over Nebraska
Notre Dame over Iowa
Louisiana Stale over Vanderbilt
Miami (O.) over Ohio University (this may
be close)
Ohio State over Minnesota
Pennsylvania over Navy
Northwestern over College of Pacllic
Purdue over Pittsburgh
Southern Calllornla over Stanford
Tennessee over Wake Forest
Texas over Rice
U. C. L. A. over Santa Clara
Yale over U. S. Coast Guard Academy

Member Fedtral Reterve

System

Bank of
Wood County
Ftdtral Deposit
Insurance

Hoping to draw Falcon blood in
the first quarter, the Kent Staters
took to the air after receiving the
kick off but an alert Bee Gee
secondary grounded four passes
and intercepted two to keep the
invaders out of danger. Working
from a single wing unbalanced
line, Bowling Green failed to gain
ground during the beginning 16
minutes of play, picking up but one
first ilnv.ll.
Lowrie Romps
Bee Gee's first tally came in
the middle of the second period
when Lowry, playing deep in the
safety position, intercepted a long
Kent pass and picked his way
downfield 80 yards for the touchdown.
Hs jaunt into the Kent
scoring area was aided by Roland
Barnes who raced cross field to
give "Red" blocking protection on
his trip into paydirt. Barnc's try
for the extra point was good and
Bowling Green went ahead 7 to 0.
In an attempt to even the score
before half time, the Golden Flashes a^ain looked skyward. Wolfgram, 147 pound Kent back, tossed
a 50 yard pass intended for Toth,
Kent left end, but it was incomplete and the half ended with Bee
Gee still leading.
Lowrie Scorers Again

The last Falcon touchdown was
set up as Lowry kicked to the
Kent seven yard line where it was
downed by Vern Dunham, Bowling
Green center. Barnes recovered as
the Flashes, rushed by the charging Falcon line, fumbled on their
own eight. Lowry lugged i the pigskin through tackle across the
white strip.' for the six points.
Barne's attempt went wide and it
was 13-0, Bee Gee.
Air Mail Stamps Needed . . . B. G.
Although stopped on the ground,
Kent rolled up the yardage via
way of the air lanes. Shooting
eleven straight passes into Bowling Green territory, the Flashes
connected for a score but it was
called back because of clipping by
both teams. Switching into 6-2-2-1
defense the Falcons rattled Kent
States ball throwers with Russ
Maples, Bowling Green quarter
back intercepting a pass to stop
the defender's rally.
The game ended with Kent State
again heaving long passes downfield in the hope that one would
prove to be a scoring throw. Bee
Gee backs quick to meet this threat
smothered all the intended receivers.
Bowling Greea
Kent
7
.
Fifit Down*
is
2 _
Passinq
_ 10
S
—
Rushing
.-..__ _ 8
0
Penal tie*
0
344
148
...
.. Yards Gamed
26
Passing
2S6
122
Rushing
89
9 ...
Passes Attempted
4\
3
Completed
20
5
Incomplete
13
6
...
Intercepted
1
12
Punts
_ 7
37.3
Average Yards ... ... 35.1
13
20
Yards Returned
0
Kick Off Returns .
37
1 __
... Fumbles ...
_ 7
1
Lost
— 4
30 Yards Penalized
20
LOST:

Oology textbook, Part

WHITE OXFORD SHIRTS
Shipment Just Received
Sizes 14 to 16
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The Falcons of Bowling Green again take to the road as
they travel to Buffalo, N. Y., for Friday night's skirmish with
once defeated Canisius College. The Griffins have looked impressive in their starts this season—losing only to a strong
Brown University eleven, 14-7. This will be the Bee Gee's
first encounter with the Buffalo team.
Robert H. (Bob) WhitUker is beginning his sixth year
Canisius' success this year has
as football mentor of Bowling Green State University this
been attributed to tho fact that
year. During this time his teams have won 27 games, lost
the team has an abundance of
12, and tied 3. The Falcons have scored 714 points to their
good players returning. Besides
opponents 380.
having a crop of experienced linemen the Griffins are blessed with
He coached at Sandusky High School 11 years before
coming to the University.
In
Members of Phratra Philippa, a fine array of backs.
Leading the list of backfleld
those years his teams won 87 who participated in the Douglas
stars is Tom KreU, a fullback.
games, lost 20, and tied two, toMeadows horse show last Satur- In the Canisius game with Allitaling 2635 points as against 639
for their opponents. Prom 1932 day, won recogntion in several ance Callege, Kretz raced 90
yards to paydirt.
He tops his
to 1936 the Sandusky eleven won clases.
team in scoring, and in most of
38 consecutive games.
Those placing and their class the games has been the Griffins
This season opened with a 7-0
are: Beginners Horsmanship;
"sparkplug."
upset at the hands of Central
Other dangerous men off the
Michigan.
But Whittaker's men first place, Jack McClure, riding
came back with a 13-0 victory Southern Comfort; second place, Canisius T and single-wing formations
are left halfback Darrell
over Ball State and played a terPaula Mulhnuscr on Grcyliss.
rific defense that stopped Miami Three gaited class; first place, BraaU and right halfback Howard
Willis.
University with only a bare touchCanisius' Passing Dangerous
down margin.
Last week Kent Helena Schwyn on Smooth Rythm;
Featured in the Griffins aerial
State went down 13-0, making it Second place, Rosalyn Schwyn on
attack are a pair of towering
two up in a tough season.
Grey Lady; fourth place Jack Mcflankers—Bob Schaus and Al
A 1929 graduate of Miami Uni- Clure on Greyliss.
Choury. Both of these 6'1" pass
versity, Whittaker played halfback,
Five
gaited
class;
first
place,
snatchers
have been very effective
ran dashes, and established a new
Mrs.
Ray
Vuughun,
riding
Gremin the passes completed departcollege record in the javelin
Canisius will no doubt
lin Rex; second place, Jeanne Loux ment.
throw.
Walking rely much on their passing game
He has taken graduate work on Lassie's Command.
at Ohio State and Bowling Green. Horse; first place, Mrs. Vaughan with the Bee Geea.
The fact that Bowling Green
Although a wealth of material (in Oscar Pappcr; second place;
will outweigh the Buffalo eleven
is available Coach Whittaker is Lucillo Robinson on Paul Jones;
gloomy about his team's prospects. third place, Bill Lewis riding on the line tends to give no comparative strength of the two.
This has been his consistent policy Mountain Man.
Universitiy Women's Horseman- Both teams thus far have excellent
in spite of the fact that his teams
have made an impressive record ship; first place, Helena Schwyn defensive records. The Bee Gees
Coach Whittaker
to date.
on Smooth Rythm; third place, lino looked particularly good in
Jean Frick riding Greyliss; and the Miami game two weeks agoHeading the Griffins is coach
fourth place, Eleanor Schey ridEarl Brown, a former AU-Ameriing Old Grandad.
Horsemanship; fourth place, can from Notre Dame, and preby Bill Sherman
Jeanne Loux riding Lassie's Com- vious to his appointment at CaniSports Editor
sius, head coach at both Harvard
mand.
Hitting the trail in the "wee hours" of the morning, apand Dartmouth.
proximately 800 stalwart Bee Gee fans made their way to Kent
to see the Falcons trip the Golden Flashes, 13-0, in the Kent
homecoming game. On the way we passed several Bowling
Green cars headed in the same direction, a parade of which
The Table Tennis Club will have
made a noisy entrance into the University grounds there,
to postpone its calendar due to
much to the amusement of the
Thi'
OuthiR
Club
has
tentatively
lack of space, since the men's basBee Gee so the reporters who were
home crowd.
Kent placards in
return mude the bold and, as it covering the game could carry on. Hclu'duled several outing and ketball team has taken over the
hikes for the remainder of the
Woman's Gym until the other gym
Thar
He
Goes
turned out, rnsh statement that
year.
The outings are tentative,
"Bowling looks Green."
Little
Nothing much threatened the however, only in the sense that is ready for use.
did they know . . .
The club will probably begin its
air of composure which prevailed there have been two dates listed
activities soon after Christmas vain the press box the first quarter,
Not So Sure, Huh?
for each outing.
The following
cation,
so watch the Bee Gee News
although
both
teams
came
within
It was a perfect day for footoutings will take place on the
for further announcements.
ball and a huge crowd turned out scoring positions at one time or first date scheduled if the weather f......
w.....w.wwwww)
for the game. We were quite sur- another. But the second quarter permits.
prised to find that the loyal fans brought the thrill all Bee Gee has Thursday. October 31 or
of Kent were not quite so sure been waiting for since the season Friday. November 1
began, when Richard "Bed" LowHnllowo'en hay ride and roast at camtheir Flashes were going to remain
pus park. Evoning.
ry made his run of 80 yards good
unbeaten.
for a Falcon score.
How that Saturday. November 16 or 23
Off We Go . . .
Portage River Hike. Meet at Women'*
boy can run! Also a tribute to
building. a\ 11 a in. Bring own lunch
Fred Fay (be sure and read
Roland Barnes for his terrific
and something lo cook on a slick.
his account of the game) and
Round trip sii or sovon miles. Timo
blocking to keep "Red" out of
11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
myself wont looking for the press one point of danger.
Friday. December 6 or 13
box, and when we found it debatFour mile hike.
Moot at Women's
ed as to whether to use it or the Oops, Sorry
building at 4 p.m.
It was at this time that the pho- January and February
"ground floor" stands, for the
"box" was composed of two plat- tographers on the "upper story"
Two Ico Skating Parties with music.
Open to all University students. Ouling
of the two platforms yelled down
forms stuck (and I mean stuck)
will bo called when weather is suitable.
for Fred and I to stop jumping on
B0 feet in the air, with only a
canvas sheet around both to keep our ledge and jarring the foundaDance Club Will Meet
tions (ha!), so we obliging gave
the wind out. It wasn't the platThe Dance Club, under the suing Lowry and Barnes, who gave
forms themselves that made us
of
Jane
Shumaker
ing Lowry and Barnes, and gave pervision
skeptical but the wobbly ladder
Smith, will hold its first open
we were forced to climb to reach the Falcons a lead of 7-0.
meeting November 4 at 7 p.m. in
a level of safety. We finally de- Kents Mad Desh—Hat
cided to suffer the consequences,
The Kent boosters got hopping the Women's gym.
and nervously mounted to our mad when the Flashes' only scor* + it Another CARL SCHWYN Popular Concert * * •
vantage point.
ing bid was nullified. It seems a
Curtain
Kent and Bee Gee player decided
Durn That Whittaker
THEATRE
at
Just before game-time we the contest wasn't lively enough
Toledo, Ohio
30 P. M.
and proceeded to engage in the
found that the Falcon numbers had

B. G. Grid Mentor For Six Years
Leads First Peacetime Squad

Philippa Takes
Honors In Show

Jargon of Sports—Kent or Bust

Outing Club
Posts Calendar
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FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION

OCT. 29th ,

sport of fisticuffs, the outcome of
which resulted in the officials ruling no touchdown and in their being thrown out of the game.

been changed on their uniforms,
so I spent the remainder of the
game frantically trying to locate
who was carrying the ball for

on

Slacks—Men's and Women's
McGregor Sweaters, Jackets
Finger-tip Raincoats
Golf Clubs
Hose

Calendar Postponed
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Rough Canisius Battle
Tops BG Sports Card

Phone 8471
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PRICES: $3.60, $2.75, $1.55 tax included!
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Dehner AH Exhibit
Stimulates Interest

married couples
hallowe'en party
A Hallowe'en party for married veterans and their families
will be held tonight from 7:30
to 0:30 in the auditorium of
the Practical Arta building.
Mike Sophos, general chairman, announces that food and
entertainment will be furnished.

by Greycc Scholl
Eyes Art Editor
Once again University students have the opportunity of
viewing Walt Dehner's paintings in the Library lobby. Much
A Hallowe'en party will be held
can be said about them both pro and con. Hundreds of students are attracted to them every day, and there is no doubt tomorrow evening at 7 at the
the show has stimulated much interest in art at Bowling St. Aloysius Parish Hall by the
Green.
Newman Club.
Many of the paintings are sen- subject matter, seem cluttered
Members will not have to sign
timental and strike up an emo- with no definite focal point.
up before attending and should
tional response in the viewer. There is no effective transition
Dancing and
Perhaps this is one fault of Mr. from object to object. The parts wear old clothes.
Dehner's. Too often he is so con- arc isolated. The group general- other entertainment have been
cerned with the literal transcrip- ly lacks structural design.
planned for the evening.
tion of nature in a painting that
Of
the
two
balcony
scenes
he seems to overlook many of the
(Puerto Rico; PLio and Ship
principles of form and design.
In Whitebouee, Ohio) Houi. Batin and Blackout at San Juan)
Acrou ihr TrucLi this is extreme- the latter seems to be more effecly evident. Here we have a scene tive though less colorful. In the
Lenin Beech, secretary of Kapthat depicts realism and immedi- first painting the color sems spot- pa Phi, will present the topic, "We
ately sets up an emotional re- ty and without planned arrangesponse. In this kind of thinking ment of shapes. There is no de- Must Be Understanding," at the
the painting is effective.
But finite eye movement. The effect next meeting tomorrow evening at
from an analytical standpoint the is jumbled and not clear cut. 7 p.m. in Studio R, Practical Arts
picture breaks apart in the mid- While they add subject interest, Building.
dle. The red trees contrast with neither of the balcony rails in
The pledges will meet with Marthe green trees, and the Whole either picture contribute anything
separates into two parts. There to the painting. They tend to cut jory Hummon, vice president, each
are no slow changes of colors. off the lower part of the canvas Wednesday evening at 6:15 in 106
The painting lacks unity of move- and do not work as part of the Practical Arts.
Whole.
ment.

Newman Club Holds
Hallowe'en Party

Kappa Phi's Hear
Beach Discuss Topic

Beat in Group
Native Puerto Rico works quite
well.
The black is handled effectively and makes it my choice
for the best painting in the group.
Most of the Mexican paintings,
while extremely interesting as to

Lift your spirits with
a new
HAIR STYLE

But generally the paintings are
colorful and greatly interesting
geographically. The subject matter is exceedingly pertinent in
these days of close South American relations.
Mr. Dehner is represented by
the Kraushaar Galleries of New
York, and he is resident artist
here at Rowling Green.

Kay-Ann Beauty
Shop

Formal initiation will take place
on October 26 for ten Bowling
Green students and two faculty
members pledging Kappa Sigma
Delta local fraternity.
Representatives of Kappa Sigma from Denison, Ohio State University, Ohio Wesleyan, and the
Toledo Alumni Association will
come to Bowling Green to be present at the initiation ceremonies.

124 W. Wooster
Phone 4461

cu-»i

Theta Phi Names Vcmtiburg
Panhel Representative

Fri., Sat.
Oct. 25-26
Matinee 12:45 Daily

Gallant Bess

The Theta Phi's have elected
Joan Van Tilburg as their represcntntivc to Panhellcnic Council.
Carolyn Key and Irene Ellis are
the new co-rushing chairmen for
the sorority.

In Cinecdor
with Marshall Thompson and
George Tobias
Tue. Oct. 27-28.20
Matinee 12:46

MOD.,

No Leave, No Love
with Van Johnson and Pat
Kirkwood
Wed., Thurs.
Oct. 30-31
Matinee 12:45 Daily
Opportunity Cash Club m*«ti
that* two days

Faithful In My
Fashion
with Donna Reed and
Tom Drake
Also

High School Hero

Bedlam
with Boris Karloff and
Anna Lee

In Ebony Chest
60 for $1.60
In Drums
60 for $2.25
In Colors
With Your Name
or Initials

NAPKINS
White Cocktail
or Luncheon Size
100 for $1.60
with name

Fri., Sat.
Oct. 28-26
Open 2:15 Sat.

50 Single Sheets
60 Envelopes
S colors. With

SUB.,

Oct. 27-28
Mon.
Open 2:16 Sun.

Rendezvous With
Annie
with Eddie Albert and
Faye Marlowe
Tue., Wed., Tbur.

Oct. 2»-31

Deadline For
Murder •
with Paul Kelly and
Kent Taylor

All Independents are urged to
attend WIS on October 29 in the
Prictical Arts Auditorium.
Marjorie Day is in charge of the Hallowe'en theme for the meeting.

Eight Initiated
Into Kappa Delta
Kappa Delta sorority initiated
eight members last Sunday afternoon.
Johanne Warner, Bertha
Kovar, Mary Lou Rish, Rosalie
Petrolf, Gloria Billctt, Carolyn
Kruger, Lois Beechler, and Dena
Mulopolus are the new members.

New Pins Arrive
For Sigma Rho's
Marilyn Arps, sophomore from
Toledo, was initiated into Sigma
Rho Tau Tuesday evening. Following her initiation a party honoring Marilyn and the new sponsors nnd patronesses was held.
The Sigma Rho Tnu pins have
nrrived.
They are composed of
four triangles, the large one having thirteen seed pearls. The rest
of the pin is black onyx with the
sorority letters in gold.

Informal Dance
Held By PiKA
A closed Pi Knppa Alpha danee
was held at the Howling Green
American Legion Hall on Saturday, October l!l. Krankie Zurlo
and his orchestru made up of Bowling Green students played for
tile danee until midnight.
Otto Bhoeppler, general chairman, was assisted by Jack Wilhelm, Doyle Smith, Jim Dunn, and
Diek Allen in making preparations
for the dance.
Province Director Visits
Gamma Phi Beta
Mrs. "Lester Uernhart, province
director of Gamma Phi Beta sorority is making her annual visit to
the Beta Gamma chapter this
week.

A Hallowe'en dance and jam session on Friday evening,
and an orchestra dance Saturday evening have been planned
for those who remain on campus this weekend.
The record session will be given from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in
the Practical Arts Auditorium Friday evening to give the
weekend a proper start.
"Haymakers Shuffle" will be
SOCIAL CALENDAR
featured Friday from 9 to 12 p.m.
rriday. Oct. 25
in the Woman's Building by memRecord Session. 7:30-9 p.m. Practical
bers of the Physical Education
Arts Auditorium.
Hallowe'en Dance (All-campus) 9 to 12
Club.
Two floor shows will be
p.m. Woman's Building.
presented during the evening feaSaturday. Oct. I*
turing members of the Physical
AU-Campui
Dance. 9 to 12 p.m. WoEducation department. Square
man's Building.
and round dancing will also be a Wednesday.
Oct. 30
part of the program.
All-Campus Play, 8:15 p.m. Auditorum.
The decorations will follow the
Thursday. OcL 11
typical Hallowe'en theme so come
All-Campus Play. 8:15 p.m. Auditor)dressed in jeans or other comfortable clothes.
Alpha Chi Holds Banquet
Chairmen for the dance include
As Founder's Day Event
Ruth Marshall, music; Rosemary
Wirick, program; Dorothy NeanActive and alumnae members of
der, publicity; Alfreda KeidcrowAlphn Chi Omega sorority celeski, decorations; Jean Davidson,
invitations and chaperons; Jean brated Founder's Day Monday
Young, host and hostesses; and evening, October 14, at a formal
banquet at the Woman's Club.
Marilyn Gcbhart, arrangements.
Advisors for the affair arc Miss The sorority was 61 years old
Kppler, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. New- October IS.
comer, and Mrs. Whitman.
Saturday Dance
Saturday evening, Kappa Zeta
Pi will sponsor the "Witches
Whirl," in the Women's Building
from U to 12 p.m. The main feature of the dance will be the naming of the mystery band.
The
lucky person to name the band
will receive a $5 reward for his
efforts.
Names for this band,
which has just been formed, may
be placed in a box in the Well
today, tomorrow, or Friday.
Joy Jonas is general chairman
for the dance. Other committee
chairman an Ruth Foster, decorations; Joan Schurr, refreshments; Mid Richey, publicity; and
Virginia McDarr, music.
Admission for these two events
is by Ac Cards

SAE Schedules
Homecoming Dance

To get more for
your money
TRY

CAIN'S
MARCELLE

Sigma Alpha Epsilon will hold a
private formal the Saturday night
of Homecoming at the American
Legion hull featuring the music
of Charlie Lenhardt.

Potatoe
Chips

INTERESTED IN MODEL
AIRPLANES?
Why not join a group which shares your
interest?

KIGER'S
108 South Main Street
Tuya Cologne

For information about a new model airplane club

Old Spice Products
Pancake Make-Up
Chen Yu Polish

Inquire at

Revlon Polish

MATCHES

STATIONERY

with Jean Heather, and
Chas. Quigley

W.I.S. Meet* Next Tuesday

Dances This Weekend
Ha ve]Hallo we'en Theme

Chen Yu Lipstick

Lift* I €
National Barn
Dance

The Freshman Social Sub-committee elected officers at its meeting October 12. Russ Bollinger
will serve as president; Joan
Shaw, vice president; and Marion
Johnson, secretary.
Pete Sherry acted as advisor for
the group which also elected committees for decorations, publicity,
and to handle tickets the rest of
the year at activities sponsored by
the social committee.

Max Factor

Things to
MONOGRAM

with Freddie Stewart and
June Preisser
Special Minil.- Show
Wed., Oct. 30

Saturday evening, November 2,
Alpha Tnu Omega fraternity will
hold an informal homecoming
dance in the Armory. Larry Manhart, general chairman, is assisted
by Byron Powell, lighting and
sound; Dave Jurvis, decorations;
Jerry Martin, refreshments; Bill
Zimmerman, program; and Ned
Freeman, band.

Kappa Sigma Delta
Initiates Sunday

from

Sun.,

ATO Will Sponsor
Homecoming Dance

Frosh Sub-Committee
Elects Officers

Name and Address
$1.25
24 hour service

WOOD COUNTY HARDWARE

La Crosse Manicure Sets

245 N. Main St.

Coty Powder
Coty Perfume

Let us Worry!

Carnicom-Dotts
Hi Speed Sta.
HUDSON DEALER
223 North Main

Eat at

Cunningham's
Restaurant
open from
6 a.m. to 12 p.m.
featuring

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
with name
25 for $1 and up

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store
121 N. Main St

Phone 9601

Evening Dinners
All kinds of
Salads and Toasted
Sandwiches
Under New
Management

•onus UNoa

AUTHOBTY

or

THE COCA-COIA COMPANY IT

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO OF TOLEDO

